
  UTTAR HARYANA BIJLI VITRAN NIGAM 
    

Sales Circular No. U- 35/2009 
From 

  The Chief General Manager/Commercial, 
  UHBVN, Panchkula. 

To 
 
  All CEs/(OP)/SEs(OP)Xens/SDOs/op, 
  JEs-I, Incharge in UHBVN. 
 
  Memo No. Ch. 81/TR-90/Ambala/Vol-III 
  Dated: - 03.11.2009 
 
Sub:  Release of permanent electric connection in the areas developed by 

 various colonizers/developers in Haryana. 
 
  Please refer to the Sales Circular No.U-20/2008 issued vide memo no. 

Ch. 34/SS-403/Ind. feeder/Rasoi/Sonepat dated 14.05.2008, vide which the guidelines 

for release of permanent electric connection in the areas developed by various 

colonizer/developers were issued. Clause-2 of the ibid Sales Circular contained the 

following provision.  

 1. Clause-2 “The electrical lay out plan submitted by the colonizer/developer 

shall be approved by C.E (OP) of the respective zones of UHBVN as per prevailing 

instructions of the Nigam and CEs (OP) would inform the load requirement to 

CE/Planning HVPN and CE/PD&C, UHBVN for further planning of the transmission and 

distribution system”.  

 2. It has however been observed that small societies where load is 

1000KVA or below face a lot of problem in getting their lay out plan approved/load 

sanctioned timely as all the cases go to C.E (OP) for approval as per the ibid circular.  

This process normally takes about 6 months or more. So to mitigate grievance of small 

society/developer, the above clause has been amended and is substituted with the 

following provision.   

  Clause-2 “The electrical lay out plan submitted by the 

colonizer/developer shall be approved by the authority in whose competency the 

sanction of load applied by such society falls i.e. by XEN (OP) upto a load of 

500KVA, by S.E (OP) for load upto 1000 KVA and by C.E (OP) for load above 1000 

KVA as per prevailing instructions of the Nigam issued vide S.C No. U-62/2005 

dated 11.11.2005. XEN/SE (OP)/CEs (OP) would inform the load requirement to 

CE/Planning HVPN and CE/PD&C, UHBVN for further planning of the transmission 

and distribution system”.  

 The sales circular No.U-20/2008 dated 14.05.2008 stands amended to 

the above extent.   

 The above instructions should be brought to the notice of all concerned 

for careful and meticulous compliance. 

 
 
 

       General Manager/Comml., 
      UHBVN, Panchkula. 



 


